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File preview

Red Dusk is an enthralling, in-depth study of the horrifying ten-year conflict that dominated news

broadcasts during the 2000s.



Expertly blending Political, military, econonomic, social and religious analysis, Red Dusk gives the

most comprehensive and accessible study of the Sharfic War yet published. If you only buy one book

on the Sharfic War, make sure it is this.



Red Dusk documents the story of Sharfland, from late 1998 to 2010, with meticulous detail and lays

bare the answers to a wide-ranging variety of questions pertaining to the conflict. Featuring extensive

interviews with key figures of the War, Red Dusk serves as an essential document for Crataean

historians of the 21st century as it lays bare the sequence of events that led to the destruction of a

country.



Prologue: The last chance saloon

August, 1998. After suffering humiliating and total defeat in the Semukhan War, the People's

Democratic Sharfic Republic was in a state of disarray. Semukhan had in many ways been the

regime's last throw of the dice, a desperate effort to rebridge the growing gulf between the Sharfic

communities back beneath the Red Banner. Having invaded the island with the promise of a national

redemption, the Party had instead allowed for the total humiliation of the Sharfic peoples. Discredited

and vulnerable, the Party took the only measures it could to try and save some face. In the dead of

night on August 15th,roughly 4,000 elite Red Guard troops sealed the capital, Vorga, with roadblocks.

Once all traffic entering and leaving the city was contained, the Red Guard entered the Presidency

building, where the politburo were meeting for a late night crisis meeting. Senior politburo members,

including Head of State General Naroban Pataphweyu, were arrested and taken away. No sooner

was Pataphweyu out of the Politburo Chamber that Nagdolo Kamal, a General of the Red Guard,

assumed his position.



At 7AM the next Day, a political broadcast on state television informed the population that the



previous government had been removed in a bloodless takeover. Dismissing the outgoing

administration as "incapable", "inept" and even "treasonous" General Kamal went to great lengths to

assure the population that the embarrassment and humiliation the nation had been subject to was

over.



"I promise you, my countrymen, my comrades, that the Sharfic nation will continue its inevitable

march toward utopia. I promise to lead you there, myself, with these hands. But first, I require

something from you. I require your loyalty, your trust, and your cooperation. Rat-snake supporters of

the traitorous and subversive NCRE must be dragged from under their rocks, and crushed with the

mighty and righteous hammer of our people. Do this for me, and we together will ensure that the

ineptitudes and blunders of the past will never again blight our most beautiful and mighty nation."



In effect, Kamal was precipitating a new class war between the poor, rural farmers who supported

Pataphweyu's NCRE and the urban masses who formed a fertile base for Kamal's own brand of

collectivised nationalism to take hold. His numerous firebrand speeches expanded his fan base and

galvanized them into action. By the end of September, violence against the rural agricultural

communities was increasing. The more the fighting intensified, the further Kamal prodded his own

supporters, certain that he was shoring up the communist state at the expense of a few sacrificial

lambs. Kamal failed, however, to fully understand the ramifications of his actions. Rather than pull the

system back from to safety, his leadership was instead driving it over the edge of the abyss.



Chapter One: We shall go wanting

The Farmers' Strike and famine, October 1998- June 1999



By October, the first losses of the hidden battle in the countryside were suffered. An elderly Dushuij

farmer by the name of Daloran Qastamo and his wife, Zilagela, were found dead on a roadside one

mile out of Yangiyer by local Poleika. Rather absurdly, the authorities claimed the couple were victims

of a tragic mistake, trampled to death by their own cows. Within a week, the local police report had



been leaked that exposed the truth- the couple had been savagely beaten by a mob of Kamalists from

Yangiyer, who dragged the couple by their hair from their farm two miles away onto the road and

kicked them to death, filming the entire event. Although the report noted that local police had

possession of the tape, no action was to be taken against the clearly identifiable offenders.



The response was immediate. The Farmers' and Agricultural Workers' Collective Action Union

(FAVKAU) announced an instant period of action, to be ceased only when the central government:



Apologises wholly and unreservedly for the weeks of endless propaganda broadcast from Vorga

intended to demonize, vilify and isolate sizeable ethnic and socioeconomic minorities that make up

the majority of the agricultural population, and furthermore brings the perpetrators of the horrifying

October 15th murders to justice for their crimes. Until our demands are met, all FAVKAU members will

refrain from releasing any produce, meat or plant, into the state distribution system.



Upon receiving the news of the farmers' defiance, Kamal was furious. His Internal Security minister,

Zhantoro Mealyugabiv, was present at the politburo crisis summit where the farmers' action was

discussed.



General Kamal's twisted into an uglier expression as the reports kept coming in. When the news

broadcast the farmers' demands, he punched a hole through his desk. At midnight we were still in

deadlock, and that was the point where he started demanding military action. At one point, he ordered

that every member of FAVKAU and their families be publicly executed in Vorga's main square. He

was a bear of a man, and it was an unnerving experience for everyone present to be trapped in his

cage alongside him.



the politburo did not take long to make a decision. On October 25th, three days after the FAVKAU

statement, 150,000 troops of the People's Self Defence Forces were deployed in the Sharfic

agricultural regions with the mission of breaking the FAVKAU strike and returning the country to

normality. Mass arrests followed, as strike leaders were spirited from their homes in the dead of night

and placed in detention centers in Dushuistan. The PSDF had hoped that the loss of their inspirational



leaders would lead FAVKAU to fracture into smaller splinter groups, which could easily be contained

and forced to return to the fields. Instead, the farmers' movement grew closer and simply added

justice for their leaders in the list of demands.



As the deadlock between the sides became more and more protracted, The regime was acutely

aware that its time was running out. By November, Sharfic farmers had been off of their fields for a

month. In that time, no food deliveries had been made, and the city inhabitants were beginning to feel

the squeeze as prices of base goods like bread and milk doubled. Knowing that their food reserves

were meager and would last for a matter of weeks, the Vorga regime calculated that attempting to

wait out the farmers was not an option. That left them with two pathways they could take- cave in to

the farmers' demands, or return them to the fields at gunpoint. For Kamal, the former was

unacceptable. His position was vulnerable, and the populations mood volatile. He knew that any sign

of weakness in policy would alienate his strongest support base, and see him swept from power in

days by a new coup.



The latter option also required a lot of planning. The majority of the unrest was confined to within the

two southeastern provinces of Dushuistan and Kehmhan, where the populations had large of Dushuij

and Kehmanik communities. Any use of mass violence against the farmers of these regions would

inflame ethnic tension between the minority group and the dominant Sharfics, spreading the violence

to neighboring provinces in Aktoimup and Sumghen, possibly threatening Vorga itself. Any institution

of martial law would had to be made covertly. To this end, the PSDF simply blacked out all televisual

and radio communication both in and out of the restive provinces, and stationed troops at the borders

to prevent any exodus. Once the noose was set, the PSDF moved in to draw it tight around the necks

of FAVKAU. Under the pretense of fighting wildfires, soldiers roamed the countryside and crushed

any resistance they came across with tear gas and batons. Once the communities were subdued,

farmers were returned to their produce and forced at gunpoint to work on the land. Any resistance

was met with further abuse and killings at the hands of the army. Some estimates place the number of

dead between November and December 1998 at 6,000.



Whilst the army carried out its patriotic duty in the countryside, in the cities the people were starving.



An already meager yearly harvest had been exacerbated by FAVKAU action, and the regime used

this to try and turn the population against the farmers. However, empty shelves and growing bread

queues were the norm, even in relatively prosperous Vorga. The few international journalists in Vorga

reported on street brawls outside food stores, citing the rapidly deteriorating situation as evidence of

the failure of Sharfland's command economy. Angered by the accusations, the regime threw them out.



In January 1999, the first rumors of mass starvation began to circulate in urban social circles. The

story went that a battalion of PSDF conducting training exercises in the Amayali mountains happened

across a village of emaciated mountainers, who upon noting the arrival of the soldiers set upon them

with wood axes, hatchets and machetes, determined to consume their flesh. When the villagers had

all been shot dead, the soldiers discovered basements beneath many of the village houses filled with

mutilated human corpses, and slabs of salted human flesh.



The authorities were indeed terrified at the prospect of such rumors infiltrating the population centers.

the fact was, people had starved to death in the mountains and even in the steppelands below

(although the outlandish claims of murderous villagers the story touted were never substantiated).

Regime officials moved swiftly to denounce the stories as nonsense, and put into place measures to

ban the circulating of "malicious and libelous rumors designed to undermine the stability and integrity

of the Sharfic Soviet".



Despite all efforts to suppress the stories of such desperation in the sealed provinces, nuggets of

information were slowly leaked to the international community. In March 1999, a team of Questarian

journalists entered Kehmkan via the desolate Uirian border. They spent two months filming the

military-occupied farms and detention centers filled with emaciated, dying Dushuij and Kehmanik

villagers beating each other to death in order to reach the crates of food tossed into the holding pens

once a day. The film was hurriedly edited and released in June with the title We Shall Go Wanting.

The film proved to be an international hit and provoked unanimous outcry, to which the Sharfic

government had little escape but to feebly deny the existence of such centers and dismiss the film as

a propaganda exercise. Black market tapes were smuggled into Sharfland, where the regime was

proved directly responsible for the death of thousands of its own people weather directly via military



action or indirectly by causing and exacerbating the famine. On August 3rd, students from the

University of Vorga took to the streets outside their campus, supported by members of the Sharfic

minority communities, demanding free and fair elections and an end to the martial law in the east. In a

tragically misjudged move, the PSDF overrode city Poleika authority and crushed the demonstration

themselves, firing live ammunition into the crowd and chasing fleeing students down the streets in

armored vehicles. At the end of the night, forty people had been massacred outside the University.

Kamal appeared on television the next morning expressing his condolences to the families affected,

promising an instant inquiry into the decision to fire on the protestors. But his words were like

raindrops to a volcano, which now spectacularly erupted. Riots spread across large population

centers like Yangiyer, Proletarsk and Freiburg. In a panic, martial law was declared nationwide and

the PDSF mobilized another 500,000 troops. Under threat of guns and sectarian revenge killings, The

Sharfic-majority city of Vorga and the two affluent coastal provinces of Andoiman and Noriyn

remained relatively secure. Outside of this narrow strip of land, however, the country was to spend

two weeks without any effective semblance of law and order in an orgy of rioting, looting and property

destruction. Ethnic killings were widely reported across the country as local authorities struggled to

contain the violence, which only subsided after cities were saturated with PSDF troops and air force

flyovers.



The rural population, although temporarily subdued, was never entirely pacified and the Sharfic state

never gained complete control of its territory after August 4th, 1999. Its troops were prepared for a

long war, one that had been fermenting for years, and had decades' worth of ammunition and

equipment stockpiled to defend the regime at all costs, still clinging to the feeble belief that the

communist system could survive. However, the ideology of fraternal cooperation and trust, supposed

to transcend all other divisions, had been dealt a killer blow by its own leaders. In promoting his own

factionalist dogma, Kamal had unwittingly signed his country's death warrant.



Chapter Two: The Breaking Storm

The Eastern Insurgency, August 1999-June 2003



Following the August Crisis, the Vorga government maintained a large troop presence in the restive

southeastern provinces. Distant Isfara, isolated from the capital and with an overwhelmingly

Khemanik population, had proven difficult for the PSDF to pacify and required a constant garrison of

forty-thousand soldiers to maintain control in the city and its environs. Even with this large troop

concentration, isolated incidents of violence and vandalism against both ethnic Sharfics and

government property were carried out on a daily basis across Isfara. Most worrying for the authorities

was that as time went on, the graffiti adorning the streets slowly became more uniform. Common

slogans included variations of "Kehmkan Vikaz Sharfgutyen" (Kehmkan out of Sharfland) and

"Baataka Voka" (Independence Now).



The local authorities were unnerved by the appearance of the slogans. The last serious Khemanik

independence movement had been crushed in the mid 1950s, but only after an extensive campaign of

military action coupled with a brief but intensive development drive in the region. For the weakened

Sharfic state, neither option was viable without invoking the risk of an open guerrilla war in the

Khemanik breadbasket. The provincial secretary, Istan Barkulaiyan, elected for the third way,

requesting the assistance of Military Intelligence in breaking the movement's leadership before it

spread. within months, the state had gathered enough evidence to initiate Operation Flyswatter on the

18th December 1999, covertly rounding up thirty-seven key figures of the nascent independence

movement from their homes within the space of one night, including influential Buddhist monk Dikama

Baalipakna. The Khemaniks were loaded into trucks and driven fifty miles to the banks of the

Khelkirka River, where they were shot one by one and bound to concrete blocks, before being tossed

into the water. Barkulaiyan was jubilant upon hearing news of the ringleaders' deaths, confident that

their disposal would prove the end of the matter. In session with his deputies, he was quick to praise

the actions of Military Intelligence.



the forces of good have placed themselves as a dam around the borders of these lands, holding back

the tides of blood that threatened to drown us all. Tomorrow shall be a day like any other, thanks to

the brave acts carried out today.



Barkulaiyan was to be proven wrong within hours of his assurances. The morning after the arrests

Isfara was rocked by a series of low-intensity bomb attacks, targeting government property - official

cars, the local Poleika and Party headquarters, and the city aerodrome. Leaflets dropped in their

hundreds across the city denounced the capture of the independence leaders, claiming that a group

enjoying "the unshakeable support of the people" could never be decapitated. The group also finally

revealed its name - Oki Dar Khemkan. ODS fought, it claimed, for a "free republic rooted in the deep

Buddhist traditions of the Kehmanik lands and people".



Vorga shortly issued the first in a long line of condemnations aimed at its impoverished neighbor Uiri,

which it blamed for financing, arming and training the Buddhist Kehmanik separatists. A further

mobilization of troops occurred, with an extra thirty thousand soldiers deployed to Isfara. Martial law in

the province was declared on 10th January 2000, and PSDF forces began a massive operation of

house-to-house searches in the major Kehmanik population centers. Masses of weaponry and

revolutionary material was seized, and hundreds of alleged sympathizers were arrested.



Chapter Three: Roof of The World

The Amayali Campaign, November 2001-June 2003



Chapter Four: Thunder

Sovereign Sharfland and the First Siege of Freiburg, August 1999-June 2003



Chapter Five: Gomorrah

The Fall of Vorga and the Long Chaos, July 2003-September 2009



Chapter Six: Hammer and Anvil

Dumani and Questarian Intervention, November 2009- December 2010



Chapter Seven: The House of God

The Consolidation of The Holy Republic's Power, War and Peace with Sovereign Sharfland

December 2009-December 2010



Epilogue

The Sharfic lands, December 2010-Present
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